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THE PROBLEM

Reducing Human Risk

Employees are the most vulnerable aspect of an 
organization, which is why building employee cyber 
resilience through powerful security awareness training 
is essential for the safety of your business. 

Security awareness training that combines realistic 
phishing simulations, awareness training, and real-time 
reporting is the only way a company can truly get 
insights into how safe their organization is.

$3.3M
the average cost of a breach 

caused by human error

97%
of security breaches are caused by 

human error



Security Awareness Training

Building resilience through ongoing education and 
training is the only way to stay vigilant against cyber 
threats. 

Generic training is ineffective as every company is 
subject to different tech stacks, policies, and 
regulations.

Creating a human firewall requires relevant and 
continuous training based on real-world events.
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Why It Works
BENEFITS

Attack Simulations Built for Your Needs

ThriveDX’s security experts will tailor unique advanced attack 
scenarios to best fit and test your organization’s unique cyber risks. 
From spear phishing, smishing, vishing and more, we’ve got you 
covered. 

Optimize Results with Customization
Ensure that the training delivered is optimized for your 
organization’s employees. ThriveDX’s content and attack templates 
are fully customizable, with relevant trainings per industry, tech 
stack, employee group, and local languages. 

Application Security Training for Developers
Access Kontra (powered by ThriveDX) for interactive application 
security training of real-world content in real-time. Leverage the 
leading training for developers that lets you easily import our 
content into your LMS. 

Maximize Security with Flexible Deployment

Whether you want to enjoy the benefits of a private cloud solution or 
the heightened security of on premise deployment, ThriveDX will 
provide you with the right fit to reach your business goals. 



TESTIMONIALS

What Our Customers Say

“This solution offers an ideal overall package that helps us 
to keep our employees’ awareness permanently high.”

Rolf Freudensprung
Director Corporate Safety & Security Information 
Lufthansa Group

“With the help of Lucy Security [now ThriveDX] we show 
our workforce how each individual can make a contribution 
to increase security in the company.”

Carsten Heitmann 
Vice President Governance IT Security 
Robert Bosch GmbH 



ThriveDX champions digital skills training as a means 
of empowering organizations and their communities 
to thrive. 

Founded in 1996 in Israel as HackerU, ThriveDX 
shortly became a cybersecurity education 
powerhouse, training over 50,000 bootcampers. In 
2021, ThriveDX acquired Cybint Solutions to form the 
group’s SaaS division.

In Jan 2022, ThriveDX acquired Lucy Security, a 
leading provider of phishing and awareness training 
solutions.
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Thank You! 
https://thrivedx.com/for-enterprise/



ALTERNATIVE SLIDES:
 BENEFIT SLIDES PER INDUSTRY 



Finance-Specific Solutions
Our solution addresses financial services 
compliance, a critical aspect often 
neglected in many traditional 
cybersecurity programs

Human Firewall
Reduce threats and attacks through 
continuous targeted employee training, 
building a powerful cyber culture and 
human firewall.

Ensure Compliance
Easily understand compliance status with 
rich insight reports to make quick decisions 
and pass on information to major 
stakeholders.

On-Premise Deployment
Run real-world attack simulations without 
compromising any organizational or 
employee authentication data.

Minimize breaches with effective awareness 
training

FINANCIAL SERVICES



Healthcare-Specific Solutions
Our solution addresses HIPAA 
compliance, a critical aspect often 
neglected in many traditional 
cybersecurity programs

Fully Managed Services
Let our experts manage the process while 
you reap the benefits of improved employee 
awareness, reduced attacks, and insight 
reports.

Ensure Compliance
Easily understand compliance status with rich 
insight reports to make quick decisions and pass 
on information to major stakeholders.

Customized Content
Customizable content and attack 
templates optimize the security training for 
the various levels of your staff. 

Protect patient health information from 
cyberattacks

HEALTHCARE



Human Firewall
Reduce threats and attacks through 
continuous targeted employee training, 
building a powerful cyber culture and human 
firewall.

Ensure Compliance
Easily understand compliance status with rich 
insight reports to make quick decisions and pass 
on information to major stakeholders.

Customized Content
Customizable content and attack 
templates optimize the security training for 
the various levels of your staff. 

On-Premise Deployment
Run real-world attack simulations without 
compromising any organizational or 
employee authentication data.

Keep your nation's assets safe from cyber 
attacks

GOVERNMENT



Human Firewall
Reduce threats and attacks through 
continuous targeted employee training, 
building a powerful cyber culture and human 
firewall.

Ensure Compliance
Easily understand compliance status with rich 
insight reports to make quick decisions and pass 
on information to major stakeholders.

Customized Content
Customizable content and attack 
templates optimize the security training for 
the various levels of your staff. 

Fully Managed Services
Let our experts manage the process while 
you reap the benefits of improved 
employee awareness, reduced attacks, 
and insight reports. 

Protect your most sensitive data from data 
breaches

HIGHER EDUCATION



Human Firewall
Reduce threats and attacks through 
continuous targeted staff and student 
training, building a powerful cyber 
culture and human firewall.

Ensure Compliance
Easily understand compliance status with 
rich insight reports to make quick decisions 
and pass on information to major 
stakeholders.

Customized Content
Customizable content and attack 
templates optimize the security 
training for the various levels of your 
staff. 

Advanced Security Services
Compliment your training with advanced 
security services including vishing and 
smishing, in addition to our penetration testing 
services.

Protect your most sensitive data from data 
breaches

TECH


